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ISIS UNVEILED A Master-Key to the Mysteries of Ancient and Modern Science and Theology By H. P.

Blavatsky It is composed of two volumes, the first concentrating on science, and the second on religion.

The two volumes support the idea of spirituality and theosophize in accordance with it. Blavatsky herself

distinguishes between spiritual phenomena and Spiritualism, the religious system. She supports the verity

of spiritual phenomena, not the views of the Spiritualists, which she wrote about extensively in such works

as The Key to Theosophy. The volume on science attempts to show how science can be just as dogmatic

as religion, and betrays its own scientific method by denying spiritual phenomena with no scientific proof

against it, meanwhile citing various scientists of renown that have acknowledged the necessity of a

spiritual reality. The volume on religion attempts to expose the hypocrisy of certain established religions

by focusing on how and where they have strayed from their origins and worked counter-actively, while

simultaneously tracing the doctrines of the most revered mystics and philosophers to a common spiritual

root. This book has a "twin reader" effect. It sounds like 2 different voices reading at the same time in

perfect harmony. **PLEASE NOTE - OUR AUDIO BOOKS ARE READ BY REAL PEOPLE, NOT TEXT

TO VOICE EDITORS** ===========================================================

You get: Complete MP3 Audiobook in 8 parts Total OVER 14 HOURS! CD Cover Image

=========================================================== Your Rights: [yes] Can be

given away [yes] Can be packaged [yes] Can be offered as a bonus [yes] Can be used as web content

[yes] Can be added to paid membership sites [yes] Can sell this product [yes] Can be offered through

auction sites [yes] Can sell Resale Rights [yes] Can sell Master Resale Rights
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